The Provost’s announcement regarding the modified grading policy for spring 2020 may be viewed at this link:
https://provost.uncc.edu/news/2020-03-30/passno-credit-option-available-students-spring-2020

For undergraduate students with a major in Mechanical Engineering and who are advised by advisors within the department of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering Science:

1 – grades of A, B, or C – students can progress to follow-on courses, and they can choose to retain the original grades or opt to request to replace them with a grade of P by June 1, 2020.

2 – grades of F – students can opt to request that these final grades be replaced by NC by June 1, 2020 so that they do not affect grade point averages or count as unsuccessful attempts.

3 – grades of D – students can opt to:

   a) Request that these final grades be replaced by grades of P and retake the courses in order to better prepare for follow-on courses; students who opt to retake courses should submit a request to do so via the MEES Permit Request Site:
       https://mees.uncc.edu/undergraduate-program/undergraduate-permit-request
   
       -OR-

   b) Request that these grades be replaced by grades of P and progress to follow-on courses. **Grades of P will not be considered as unsuccessful attempts for either a) or b).**

Students can use the GPA calculator to calculate their semester and cumulative GPA:
https://ninercentral.uncc.edu/grades-transcripts-graduation/gpa-calculator

As stated in the Provost’s description, students will have until **June 1, 2020 to make selections on grading options for spring 2020, including the alternative Pass/No Credit grading method. It is each student’s responsibility to take the necessary actions prior to the deadline to enact this alternative grading method.** Failing to take action by the deadline to enact the alternative grading method will result in grades of D and F counting as they normally do. **Students should follow the process that will be provided by university officials for selecting options for grades in spring 2020.**